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Abstract
In a recent work, Al Badawi et al. have noticed a different behaviour of the noise
growth in practice between the two RNS variants of BFV from Bajard et al. and Halevi
et al. Their experiments, based on the PALISADE and SEAL libraries, have shown that
the multiplicative depth reached, in practice, by the first one was considerably smaller
than the second one while theoretically equivalent in the worst-case. Their interpretation
of this phenomenon was that the approximations used by Bajard et al. made the expansion factor behave differently than what the Central Limit Theorem would predict. We
have realized that this difference actually comes from the implementation of the SmMRq
procedure of Bajard et al. in SEAL and PALISADE1 which is slightly different than what
Bajard et al. had proposed. In this note we show that by fixing this small difference, the
multiplicative depth of both variants is actually the same in practice.
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Over the last few years, the use of the RNS representation (a.k.a CRT representation)
has been essential to reach better performance for Ring-LWE based homomorphic encryption
schemes. In particular, Bajard et al. ([BEHZ17]) have shown how to overcome the limitations
of the RNS representation so that all the computations required by the (B)FV scheme ([FV12])
could be done in RNS, leading to considerably better performance. More recently, Halevi et
al. ([HPS19]) proposed another variant using floating point computations to remove the
approximations introduced by Bajard et al. and leading to simpler procedures. Intuitively,
the HPS variant should have a smaller noise growth than BEHZ since it removes the noise
associated with the approximations added by BEHZ. Nonetheless it was proved that, in the
worst-case, both versions reach the same multiplicative depth than textbook BFV.
However, in practice, Al Badawi et al. ([QPA+ 19]) observed that HPS reached considerably higher multiplicative depth than BEHZ. Their interpretation of this phenomenon was
that the extra multiples of the ciphertext modulus q appearing during the first fast base
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extension of homomorphic multiplication of BEHZ, although reduced in size by the SmMRq
procedure, transformed the ciphertexts in non-centred random variables and increased the correlation between the coefficients. Their conclusion was that the Central Limit Theorem (CLT)
could not be applied to estimate the expansion factor δ = sup{ka·bk∞ /kak∞ kbk∞ , for a, b ∈
Z[X]/(X n + 1) \ {0}} for BEHZ. From their experiments, run on the SEAL ([SEA19]) and
PALISADE ([CRRP19]) libraries, they have been able to heuristically estimate: δ ∈ O(n0.7 )
√
for BEHZ while δ ∈ O( n) for HPS (as per the CLT) leading to much better asymptotic
parameters for HPS than BEHZ.
However we have noticed that the SmMRq procedure of BEHZ, used to reduce the aforementioned q-overflow and replicated in Algorithm 1, has been implemented differently in SEAL
and PALISADE than what was proposed by Bajard et al. Indeed, the remainder modulo m̃,
computed in the first line of Alg. 1, is supposed to be centred in zero [·]– i.e. in [−m̃/2, m̃/2)
– while it has been computed as a positive remainder | · |– i.e. in [0, m̃) – in both SEAL and
PALISADE.
Algorithm 1 SmMRqm̃ ((c00m )m∈Bsk ∪{m̃} ): Small Montgomery Reduction modulo q ([BEHZ17])
Require: c00 in Bsk ∪ {m̃}
1: rm̃ ← [−c00
m̃ /q]m̃
2: for m ∈ Bsk do
3:
c0m ← |(c00m + qrm̃ )m̃−1 |m
4: end for
5: return c0 in Bsk
The difference of |q(m̃/2)m̃−1 |Bsk = |q/2|Bsk = q/2 in magnitude is added, in average,
to half of the coefficients, and so to the noise, which almost annihilates the benefit of the
SmMRq procedure. Actually, the results from [QPA+ 19] support the results of Section 5.2 in
[BEHZ17] that study the impact of m̃ and SmMRq on the noise growth. Note also that m̃
has been chosen of same size than the moduli qi (usually more than 50-bits) in SEAL and
PALISADE instead of 28 or 216 in BEHZ. While this contributes to a further, although not
necessary, reduction of the magnitude of c0 , it makes the SmMRq procedure slower.
In order to confirm our analysis, we have measured the multiplicative depths reached
in practice by BEHZ with positive and centred remainders on SEAL and PALISADE and
also those reached by HPS on PALISADE (HPS is not available in SEAL). Table 1 presents
the results of our experiments. Depths were measured using 25 different keys, each of them
running 25 different ciphertexts for a total of 210 tests by squaring encryptions of 1 until they
no longer decrypt correctly. The displayed numbers correspond to the smallest depth reached
on these 210 tests. The dimension n, the size of the modulus q and the standard deviation
of the error distribution σ follow the homomorphic encryption standards2 for 128 bits of
post-quantum security. Secret key distribution is chosen as ternary (uniform in {−1, 0, 1}n ),
plaintext modulus is set to t = 2 and σ = 3.2. Finally, relinearisation was performed using
only the CRT decomposition, k represents the number of moduli in the decomposition of
q = q1 · · · qk and ω the size of these moduli.
Table 1 shows results similar to those of Al Badawi et al. for positive remainders, while
with a centred remainder there is a difference of at most 1 between HPS and BEHZ which is
not significant on only 210 tests. Moreover, as shown by Table 2, the difference of performance
are very small between the two versions. In particular if we consider that the modulus m̃ of
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n

log2 q

k×ω

Library

211

52

2 × 26

212

102

2 × 51

213

204

4 × 51

214

413

7 × 59

215

826

14 × 59

SEAL
PALISADE
SEAL
PALISADE
SEAL
PALISADE
SEAL
PALISADE
SEAL
PALISADE

BEHZ
Pos Cen
1
1
2
3
3
4
7
9
8
10
15
22
16
23
32
45
33
47

HPS
4
11
23
46

Table 1: Multiplicative depth observed for BEHZ, with centred and positive remainder, and
HPS for 128 bits standard security parameters.
BEHZ is not chosen as a small power of two in PALISADE.
n

log2 q

k×ω

212
213
214
215

102
204
413
826

2 × 51
4 × 51
7 × 59
14 × 59

HPS
Dec Mult
0.4
5.5
1.2
24.3
8
107
39.1 609

BEHZ
Dec Mult
0.7
5.8
1.2
23.7
5.3
112
22.8 623

Table 2: Timings (in ms) of decryption (for t = 2) and homomorphic multiplication of HPS
and BEHZ for 128 bits standard security parameters. Timings computed on an average of
210 tests run using the PALISADE library in single-threaded mode on an i7-4810MQ CPU
@ 2.80GHz with Turbo-boost turned off.
We can hence conclude that, contrarily to the conclusions in [QPA+ 19], the noise growth
in BEHZ and HPS behaves the same in practice and in theory. This, combined with the
fairly equivalent performance, allow us to argue that there is no clear advantage for using one
version instead of the other in practice.
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